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Bee Improvement For All
A penetrating cold day at Copped Hall did not prevent one hundred
beekeepers meet to hear the inspirational Roger Patterson
persuade us that we all have the ability to assess and improve our
bees. Since Roger began keeping bees in 1963 he has learned
from practical experience, acquired skills of observation and flexible thinking and accepted
that although beekeepers have differing views and methods, all can agree on the need for the
improvement of bee craftsmanship. Given his background in farming and engineering it is not
surprising that Roger developed workable methods to assess colonies critically, to cull poor
queens and propagate from the better, and to adopt management methods which keep
beekeeping simple.
Practical tips and the de-bunking of myths were in abundance. For example, many books
decry the use of swarm cells, stating unequivocally that their use propagates the swarming
instinct; on the other hand, the approved and conventional artificial swarm depends on the
use of those same swarm cells. Why the disparity in logic?
A short assessment list was suggested: temper, calmness on the comb, and suitability to the
locality. Tips were given on ways to fulfil these criteria, the last of which was of particular
interest given that more than 10,000 queens were imported into the UK last year. In contrast,
Roger pointed out that a 2014 COLOSS study concluded, having surveyed 621 colonies in 11
countries that indigenous bees performed best.
With this in mind, straightforward methods of culling and re-queening were given, as well
as de-queening of a suitable colony to create emergency cells for later distribution. This last
method de-bunked another historic assumption, that emergency cells are inferior. Not so,
provided that the first cells are not removed and reliance placed on the second, inferior set.
Advice on other techniques of queen raising were given, on drone production and on queen
mating.
Beekeepers often settle into a comfort zone of basic knowledge and many believe that
further progress is complex and un-attainable. Roger Patterson's engaging and lucid style
showed how easily those barriers can be pushed aside. In doing so, he gave an accessible
route to follow and persuaded us that a rewarding destination - the improvement of bees - is
within reach of us all. _
Poly nuc boxes
The recent delivery of a pallet of forty Park Beekeeping poly nuc boxes sold out in advance of
the recent Divisional meeting in Chingford. Buyers were reminded of the need to prevent grey
mould by painting the inside of the top-feeders, and that damage repairs may be effected with
pva glue or car body filler, sanded and then painted. A couple of bricks on the roof is sufficient
to stabilise a box in high wind, and Vaseline reduces propolis on joints. The nuc box is a
flexible tool: it is useful for mating queens, overwintering small colonies, splitting of large
colonies, and swarm control. The need for the avoidance of urban swarming, methods of
collection and the law relating to swarms were covered, as well as the nub of the matter:
separate one of the three elements of a colony - queen, brood, or flying bees - from the other
two, and all of us have the ability to manage swarming. _

These photographs of abandoned nitrile
gloves were taken recently at Wanstead
Apiary. Bees were foraging strongly for
water in the drum of rotting leaves, and
had nosema spores been present on the
gloves, it is possible that infection of other
colonies would have occurred. All
beekeepers are reminded that all waste
matter (especially to which bees have
access) must be removed from an apiary.
Best practice information may be found at
beebase.com_
Chair’s Corner
Our recent 'Bee Improvement For All' event underlined the importance of flexible
thinking and observation, and encouraged us all to step beyond the comfort zone
of practical action. With this in mind please note in your diary '5 November,
Romford' and attend another event that will also improve our beekeeping skills:
the Essex Conference entitled 'Raising the Standards of Beekeeping Husbandry'.
The speakers will be first-rate, the topics are practical and relevant, and I'm
hoping fervently that the cake will be as good as it was at Copped Hall.
Eric Beaumont _

Monthly
Meeting
–
Wax
Preparation, Thursday 21st April
Please come along to the Chingford
Horticultural Hall, Larkshall Road E4
6NH at 7.30 pm for a talk by Epping
Forest member Barbara Dalby on
the preparation and processing of
beeswax. Barbara has considerable
experience of processing and using
bee products in candle making,
polish and other products and this
should be an interesting and
informative meeting. _
Queen Rearing
The informal QR group intends to
raise queens again this season at
Wanstead Apiary, and have received
funds from the Committee for new
equipment. It is hoped that local
queens will be available later in the
year. Contact Khalil Attan at show
secretary@eppingforestbeekeepers.
co.uk for further information. _
Thank you
The success of the BIFA event was
due largely to the efforts of Robin &
Christine Harman, John Dutney, Don
McHale and Sheila Morrissey, and at
Copped Hall, Sir Alan Cox, Brenda
Indoors and Phil the Gate. Especial
mention must go to Mary Cake-West
for her splendid baking, and your
Chairman extends the most heartfelt
thanks to them all. _
Ted Hooper Memorial Lecture
There is still time to get a ticket for
this, but numbers are limited.
Details are on the Essex Beekeepers
Site at www.ebka.org - the lecture
is on Sunday 17th April at 2 pm at
Marks Hall Estate in Coggeshall and
promises to be an informative and
educational afternoon with speakers
Clive de Bruyn and Margaret
Thomas. Tickets are £8 each. _
Tips from the Bee Man
The bees have been enjoying the
recent warm weather as much as
we have, and making good use of
the forage available. Keep an eye
out for drones, as this is a strong
indicator that the swarming season
is about to begin.
Regular
inspections are essential now and
make sure you have equipment
ready to perform an artificial swarm
when necessary. Useful advice can
be found on the Welsh Beekeepers
Association site on what to do when
you find swarm cells. _
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